RENASCENCE Sink Mixer

RENASCENCE Sink Mixer
Heritage 210mm
Code 59302

RENASCENCE Sink Mixer
Gooseneck 200mm
Code 59300

INSTALLATION
PREPARATION
1.
2.

Diameter of mounting hole in sink or bench top must be 32mm. Depth (thickness) of bench top 30mm (maximum depth)
Prior to installation, the system must be flushed out thoroughly to remove all foreign matter.

INSTALLATION
This mixer comes fully assembled.
1. Remove metal fixing nut (containing 2 adjusting screws), stainless steel washer and a black rubber washer.
2. Insert the mixer into the mounting hole in the vanity or bench, making sure the dress ring, containing a sealing ‘o’ ring, is in
correct position under the mixer.
3. If installing on a stainless-steel sink - sink stabiliser may be required - not included. (Refer Alder Part Number 00464)
4. From underneath, install black rubber washer, followed by stainless steel washer and the metal fixing nut (containing the 2
adjusting screws) to the 32mm hollow screw tail
5. Tighten the metal fixing nut and ensure that both the adjusting screws are sitting against the stainless-steel washer and not in
the opening of the washer.
6. Final tensioning can be achieved by tightening the 2 adjusting screws on the metal fixing nut.
7. Connect the Hot & Cold Flexible connecters to the inlet pipes, marked HOT & COLD
8. NOTE:
•
Flexible connectors must not be kinked, stretched, twisted or in tension when fitted.
•
Flexible connectors must not be installed with a curvature radius of no less than 6 times the outside diameter.
•
Ensure hoses are not exposed to abrasive or corrosive agents or a naked flame.
•
Hoses must be inspected regularly for signs of corrosion to the stainless braid and replaced immediately if sighted.

WARRANTY - Full details of our warranty terms and conditions can be found on our website.

For all servicing needs, please contact CUSTOMER SERVICE on:
FREECALL: 1800 800 919

PHONE: 08 6217 0600

FAX: 08 6217 0699

www.aldertapware.com.au

EMAIL: customer.service@aldertapware.com.au
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